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Abstract— Along with advances in information technology, it has 
been developed the technology to facilitate human life, one of 
which is speech recognition. Speech recognition is widely applied to 
speech to text, speech to emotion, in order to make gadget and 
computer easier to use, or to help people with hearing disability. 
However, the development of speech recognition to produce the text 
from the input voice has not well developed because of time 
processing. This is certainly going to make the animators and 
engineers need more time using speech recognition. Therefore, a 
method is needed to solve the time processing problem and with a 
good accuracy. 

This study proposes a speech recognition system using 
Discriminant Feature Extraction – Neural Predictive Coding 
(DFE-NPC) as feature extraction and Probabilistic Neural Network 
as recognition method. This system can accelerate time processing 
because it only uses one iteration in training process. Time 
processing of proposed method is decreased significantly until 1:95 
compared to Fuzzy Hidden Markov Model. The best accuracy of the 
system is 100% when number of class is 2 and 3, and the worst one 
is 56% when number of class is 10. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Along with advances in information technology, it has been 

developed the technology to facilitate human life, one of 
which is speech recognition. Speech recognition is widely 
applied to speech to text, speech to emotion, in order to make 
gadget and computer easier to use, or to help people with 
hearing disability. However, the development of speech 
recognition to produce the text from the input voice has not 
well developed because of time processing. This is certainly 
going to make the animators and engineers need more time 
using speech recognition. Therefore, a method is needed to 
solve the time processing problem and with a good accuracy. 

Speech recognition system has been developed using the 
Hidden Markov Model [3]. Hidden Markov methods are easy 
to apply and have a training algorithm to estimate model 
parameters for the set of voice data. These methods have 
flexible architectures in both size and type which are 
appropriate to the type of words and sounds. The speech 

recognition system has also been developed with a stereo 
vision neural network model [4]. These models apply the 3-
layered neural net (3LNN) and equation stereo vision to obtain 
better recognition results than the hidden Markov methods. 

Based on several methods described above, there are still 
some drawbacks, i.e. speech recognition systems are still 
focused on the problems of accuracy and less concerned about 
the speed of the system’s processing. Therefore, this study tries 
to develop speech recognition systems with good accuracy and 
minimum time processing.  This study proposes a speech 
recognition system using Discriminant Feature Extraction – 
Neural Predictive Coding (DFE-NPC) as feature extraction and 
Probabilistic Neural Network as recognition method. This 
system can accelerate time processing because it only uses one 
iteration in training process. 

 

II. ALGORITHM 
In this research uses Discriminant Feature Extraction – 

Neural Predictive Coding (DFE-NPC) as feature extraction 
and Probabilistic Neural Network as recognition method. 

A. DFE-NPC 
DFE-NPC is one of speech signal feature extraction based on 
Linear Predictive Coding (LPC). Here is the algorithm of 
DFE-NPC: 
1. Pre-emphasis :  
This process is used to equalize spectral signal and to omit top 
values in the spectral signal, so it will be easier to decide 
boundary of signal for next process. 
 ̃  1     (2.1) 
where: 
    s(n) is nth sample 
     is adjust parameter (default = 0,95) 

2. Frame blocking :  
Frame blocking divides the result of pre-emphasis ̃  into 
frames. Each frame has N sample and separate about M 
sample. If M<<N then the spectral prediction of frame by 
frame is better. 
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3. Windowing :  
This process minimizeS discontinuity between start point and 

end point of each frame, by Hamming Window equation: 0.54 0.46 cos , 0 1    (2.2) .      (2.3) 
where: 

w(n) is hamming window 
s(n) is sample frame 

 
4. DFE-NPC phase : 

 
 Parameterization phase 

In this phase, all weight in first layer is trained using 
prediction error minimization criteria. 
 ∑ ∑    (2.4) 
 
where: 
Fw,a (yk) = Ha    Gw (yk)    (2.5) 

      (2.6) 
      (2.7) , , … ,     (2.8) 

 
where:  
λ : length of  windows prediction 
w : hidden layer weight 
a : output layer  weight 
σ : activation function 
Coding vector: output layer weight (a) 
 

 Coding phase 
In this phase, weight of output layer is calculated in a form of 
vector code and prediction of error minimization criteria, but 
only update the weight of output layer by Levinson algorithm.    
The initial output weight is random, w has been known, and a 
is calculated by equation NPC and LPC model. 
Θ = w • a     (2.9) 
a = w-1 • Θ     (2.10) 
where:  Θ : LPC parameter 

 
This is the architecture of DFE-NPC [3]: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.1: Architecture of DFE-NPC 

B. Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) 
Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN) is one of artificial neural 
network model based on probabilistic density function. This 
classification model has a good performance in accuracy rates 
and training speed because it only needs one iteration. A 
smoothing parameter (σ) manages the network which is 
influenced by every pattern.  
Bayes method classifies pattern using a decision rule that 
minimizes expectable risk. For example, there are n class, C0, 
C, C2,…,Cn-1, and observed pattern which is random variable x 
with m-dimension and conditional density function x. if the 
pattern is from Ck class, denoted by p(x|Ck). By implementing 
the first rule of Bayes, then the probability of x in Ck class, 
denoted by: 
 P | |        (2.11) 
where: 
 p(x) is probability of x 
 
From that case, it can be formulated by the common way to 
minimize the risk is by minimizing the probability. Bayes 
decision rule is used to decide class Ck by choosing the highest 
Pr(Ck|x). 
   | Pr Pr ,     (2.12) 
 
The probabilistic neural network model made by Cain allows 
each class to have a smoothing parameter, σk, which is 
different from other and implement learning algorithm to 
obtain σk automatically. If each class has a smoothing 
parameter, then the probabilistic density function is denoted 
by: | / | | ∑ exp | |   (2.13) 

or: |  | | | | 1 | | | |  (2.14) 
 

where |Ck| is the number of training pattern in class Ck, m is 
vector dimension input pattern, and wi is weight vector in ith 
training pattern. 
 
The training algorithms that can adjust value of σk 
automatically create the network form parameter for each 
class in second step of training process. This is the training 
algorithm of probabilistic neural network. 
 
{First Step} 
For each pattern of ρi 
 wi = ρi 
 Build pattern unit with input weight vector wi 
 Connect pattern unit to summing unit for each class 
End 
Calculate |Ck| for each summing unit 
 
{Second step} 
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For each pattern ρi 
 k = class ρi 
 Find shortest distance, di, to pattern in class k 
 dtot[k] = dtot[k] + di 
End 
For each class k 
 σk = (g . dtot[k]) / |Ck| 
 Calculate probabilistic density function 
End 
Find the highest probability from all class 

 
Smoothing parameter of each class is the multiplication 
between a constant and the average of minimum distance of 
training pattern in same class. So, the average of minimum 
distance between pattern vectors in class Ck is: 
 | | ∑      (2.21) 
where di is nearest distance pattern ρi with other pattern in 
class Ck. So that, smoothing parameter σk for class Ck is: 
  .       (2.22) 
 
where g is smoothing parameter and davg is average distance. 
 
Choosing constant g is used to create high classification 
accuracy on the network, because constant g is affected by the 
number of class, training pattern dimension, and number of 
training set. 
The architecture of probabilistic neural network has 4 layers, 
contained of: 
1. Input layer, that contain m unit and receive x input vectors. 
2. Pattern unit layer that has full connection to input pattern. 
3. Summing result unit layer that has full connection to each 

class. 
4. Decision layer to choose the highest values. [9] 
Here is the architecture of probabilistic neural network: 

 
Figure 2.2: Probabilistic Neural Network Architecture 

 
 

III. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS RESULTS 

A. Comparison between proposed method and previous 
method (Fuzzy Hidden Markov Model) 

 
This experiment is conducted to learn the improvement of 

proposed method in time processing. By using same data and 
the most optimal parameter of each method, this experiment 
compares performance of PNN and FHMM as a speech 
recognition system. Here is the result of the experiment: 
 

 
Figure 3.1 : Comparison of time on training process, the axis x 

denote number of class, axis y denote the time processing 
(seconds), solid line is result of PNN, and dash line is result of 

FHMM. 

 
Figure 3.2 : Comparison of time on testing process, the axis x 

denote number of class, axis y denote the time processing 
(seconds), solid line is result of PNN, and dash line is result of 

FHMM. 
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Figure 3.3 : Comparison of time on recognized process, the 

axis x denote number of class, axis y denote the time 
processing (seconds), solid line is result of PNN, and dash line 

is result of FHMM. 

Based on the comparison result above, processing time of 
training and testing of PNN is faster than FHMM. It is because 
PNN only use one iteration in training process. Whereas, the 
recognized time processing is almost the same because in 
recognized process, there are only testing data and calculating 
the class of data. The time difference of this process is only 
reach 0.14 seconds and it is influenced by computer activity 
because at that time the memory of computer is used by other 
programs, causing the proposed system must wait until the 
memory is free. 
 

B. Comparison between Normal and Bernoulli 
Distribution 

Table 4-2 Comparison Result between Bernoulli and Normal 
Distribution 

No Number 
of Class 

Bernoulli Normal 

Training 
Accuracy 

Testing 
Accuracy 

Training 
Accuracy 

Testing 
Accuracy 

1 2 1 1 0,966667 0,8 

2 3 1 1 0,866667 0,466667 

3 4 1 0,9 0,825 0,45 

4 5 1 0,92 0,748387 0,6 

5 6 1 0,766667 0,691892 0,333333 
 
Based on the table 4.2, the accuracy of Bernoulli distribution 
is higher than normal distribution. It is because Bernoulli 
distribution can cover the data that have certain declination. 
 

C. Performance analysis of propose method 
In this experiment, there are some variables that used to gain 
the best performance: 
- Number of class: 2, 3, 6, 10. 

- Number of cluster: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50 
- Smoothing parameter: [0, 1], that increase 0.01 for each 

observation. So, each variation of number of class and 
number of cluster will be evaluated about 100 times. 
 

Here are the results of the experiment above: 
 

- The training and testing accuracy : 

 
Figure 3.4: Training and Testing Accuracy, the axis x denote 

number of class, axis y denote the accuracy, solid line is 
training accuracy, and dash line is testing accuracy. 

 
From the result above, testing accuracy decreases if the 
number of class increases. It is happened because of the 
increasing variation of the data, so that the smoothing 
parameter in PNN increases as the number and class and they 
are difficult to be classified. 
 

- The time processing: 

 
Figure 3.5: Time Processing for the Experiment, the axis x 
denote number of class, axis y denote the time processing 

(seconds), and black line is result of PNN. 
 

Time processing is affected by the number of data used in 
training and testing data that is increased linearly. Time 
processing above is in training and testing process when 
finding the most optimal parameter. The vector quantization is 
the most affecting factor on the time processing. 
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- The number of cluster is shown in figure 4.7 

 
Figure 3.6: Result of Number of Cluster Experiment, the axis 
x denote number of class, axis y denote the number of cluster, 

and black line is result of PNN. 
 

Number of cluster is used in vector quantization to build the 
codebook. In this study the most optimal number of cluster is 
obtained at 10 for 2 classes and 5 for 3 classes until 10 classes. 
It shows that the probabilistic neural network only needs small 
variance of input to classify the data. 
 

- The Smoothing Parameter : 

 
Figure 3.7: Result of Smoothing Experiment, the axis x denote 
number of class, axis y denote the smoothing parameter, and 

black line is result of PNN 
 

Smoothing parameter is a parameter that affects classification 
capability of probabilistic neural network. Based on the graph 
above, the most optimal smoothing parameter is obtained 
about 0.21 until 0.39. It shows that in this study, the higher the 
smoothing parameter, the rougher the classification and the 
lower the accuracy will be acquired.  
 

IV. SUMMARY 
Based on the experiment results and analysis, the thesis can be 
summarized into several conclusions: 
1. Time processing of proposed method is decrease 

significantly until 1:95 compared to Fuzzy Hidden Markov 
Model. 

2. If number of class increase, then the accuracy of system 
decreases. 

3. The time processing is linearly increased in proportion to 
the number of data. 

4. The accuracy of system is influenced by number of cluster 
and smoothing parameter. In this study, the most optimal 
number of cluster is obtained at 5 and 10, and smoothing 
parameter is obtained at 0.21 until 3.9. The smoothing 
parameter also influences the probability density function 
for each class. 

5. The best accuracy of the system is 100% when number of 
class is 2 and 3, and the worst one is 56% when number of 
class is 10. 
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